Abstract High resolution airborne laser altimetry is used to determine the small-scale surface relief in central Greenland and estimate the contribution from spatial noise to stratigraphic records. The standard deviation of the surface roughness is 1.6 cm water equivalent, corresponding to a standard deviation of annual layer thickness of 2.3 cm we. This estimate agrees with an independent assessment of the spatial variability (2.5 cm we) based on nine shallow ice cores. The agreement suggests that the statistical nature of the surface in central Greenland remains unchanged throughout the year. By conducting airborne altimetry around proposed drilling sites, the expected noise level in the core can be evaluated and sites selected where this level is lowest.
The two processes contributing to noise in ice-core records are interannual climate variations and small-scale irregularities in the snow surface that are preserved in the stratigraphic record. For a correct interpretation it is important to separate these two contributions and obtain information on the noise level and spectrum associated with each. In this study, surface irregularities leading to spatial noise are considered and in particular, how this noise affects the thickness of annual layers.
The issue addressed here is important for interpretation of changes in ice-sheet surface elevation measured by repeat altimetry over comparatively short periods. Interannual variability in accumulation may lead to apparent trends in ice thickness that could be erroneously interpreted as climatically significant (Van der Veen, 1993 Small-scale surface irregularities are associated with sastrugi and other wind-formed features. Generally, these form over hours to days and can persist for months once agehardening (sintering) has occurred (Watanabe, 1978) . Other than forming in the prevailing wind direction, there is no evidence suggesting that the formation of sastrugi is anything but a random process. This surface relief may be levelled by subsequent wind action or sublimation (Gow, 1965) thus reducing the amplitude of the spatial noise. To study this effect, repeat altimetry missions throughout the year are needed. Such data are not available, necessitating the assumption that the statistical nature of the irregularities remains the same throughout the year so that the roughness of the surface observed at any given time is representative of the roughness at any other times. This allows the spatial noise in ice-core records to be evaluated from estimates of the surface roughness. The result obtained for central Greenland justify a posteriori the assumption of constant spatial noise.
There are few measurements relating to small-scale surface relief. Long (1961) In their noise model for annual layer thickness, Fisher and others (1985) assume that surface relief with length scales less than a few km can be described by a stationary Gaussian distribution. The frequency distributions obtained for the two flightlines (Figure 4) show some deviation from the Gaussian distribution. In particular, the most frequently occuring surface perturbation is negative and the distribution is somewhat asymmetric with a larger tail on the positive side. The significance of the asymmetry can be evaluated by considering the skew of both distributions (Press and others, 1992, p. 606). For the North-South line, the observed distribution is not significantly different from Gaussian; for the East-West line, the deviation from Gaussian is marginally significant.
Annual layer thickness
In ice-core records, the thickness of annual layers is determined from the distance between two consecutive summer or winter surfaces. In central Greenland, surface accumulation is sufficiently large to bury irregularities on the surface within one year and two annual layers may be considered independent. The small-scale irregularities in each surface can be described by a standard deviation, os, and the standard deviation of the layer thickness is •/2 os. For the two flightlines considered here, the standard deviation is 1.6 cm we, giving a standard deviation for the layer thickness of 2.3 cm we. This estimate is essentially the same as obtained by Van der Veen and Bolzan (subm.) from nine ice cores retrieved in this region.
The implicit assumption made here is that the surface measured at any time is representative for all other times. This may not be entirely correct since the surface characteristics may be different shortly after a storm event. After deposition, settling and erosion of sastrugi occurs, thus lowering the variability. At South Pole, the amplitude of surface relief is largest at the end of winter and decreases throughout the summer as dunes and sastrugi are gradually wom down by sublimation-deflation. Because most snow is deposited during the.winter, the end-of-summer roughness is most representative of the spatial noise preserved in annual layers (Gow, 1965 
Conclusions
The analysis presented here shows that high-resolution laser altimetry provides an accurate estimate for small-scale Moreover, the microrelief of the snow surface affects ventilation in the upper fire layers and may thus influence the concentrations of important geochemical tracers in ice cores. Waddington and others (1996) suggest that accurate measurements of surface topography should be combined with meteorological observations to study ventilation in fim and determine transfer functions for depositions of geochemical constituents. The present study demonstrates the feasibility of using airborne laser altimetry to describe the statistical nature of the snow surface on polar ice sheets.
